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Abstract: Prevention for infectious diseases is a major challenge in medicine world which focuses on diagnosis and 

management. While general internists and other medical practitioners handle the most contagious diseases, internists 

who practice medicine for infectious diseases are also called upon to help diagnose suspected infections and to help 

control complicated, rare, or complex infections. Infectious disease medicine requires thorough awareness of the 

incidence and clinical appearance of infectious, virus, fungal and parasitic infections in people, as well as knowledge 

of antimicrobial agents, antibiotic tolerance, vaccination, and other causes. Immunomodulatory Physicians are better 

qualified to cope with environmental, occupational and host conditions predisposing to infection, as well as 

fundamental concepts of epidemiology and dissemination, owing to their experience. For infectious disease practice, 

there are several distinct models. Any infectious disease doctors operate in a specialist clinic for infectious diseases 

or may separate their practice in infectious diseases through the practice of general internal medicine. Most doctors 

of infectious diseases serve as consultants to other doctors, see patients at their office or hospital in consultation, and 

can even longitudinally accompany patients with specific illnesses for continuing treatment. Many internists who 

practice infectious diseases operate in environments devoted to caring for diverse classes of patients who need 

specialized expertise and skills (such as wound care or HIV clinics). Most doctors operate as an infectious disease 

practice as a hospital, community epidemiologist, or professional in infection control. In academia, infectious disease 

doctors will offer ongoing outpatient and hospital consultation programmers, perform fundamental infectious disease 

scientific and clinical study, and teach medical students and tenants. 
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Introduction  

Concerns over infectious diseases can be predicted though its symptoms. In the past, public health has focused on 

monitoring technologies to track and control pathogens and advise policymaking by modifying preventive and 

reduction programs. However, conventional monitoring technologies appear to be hampered by delays in reporting 

and review of results.To resolve the need for closer-to-real time monitoring of evolving public concerns and to early 

input on possible health effects, and to combine the two, two styles of risk modelling techniques are being and are 

being created. The aim of this paper is to clarify the strengths and shortcomings of all climate risk analyses and to 

demonstrate how they will guide public health efforts to avoid, detect and minimize the climate change changes in 
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infectious diseases.With analytics improvements in machine learning, it is now possible to gather and 

interpret data from positions that were historically impossible to measure and calculate. For example, smart 

meters allow comprehensive data transmission to external medical networks and provide feedback and 

improve diagnosis. Table Analyzer automatically analyses medical info, then publishes the findings in real 

time through national patient organisations. The Wellness Chart and the Epic Star merge health care details 

and tracking knowledge. Tools to safeguard public health, such as Zika and H1N1.A network of 

interconnected networks, machines, or artifacts with sensors that will enable direct flow of data among the 

devices without depending on a greater Web. The information mentioned below can be linked to broader 

networks for real-time disease tracking, as well as for meeting the regional science requirement for 

predictive modelling and non-proliferation implementation. 

Coronaviruses are a large family of viruses that are known to cause illness ranging from the common cold 

to more severe diseases such as Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome (SARS). A novel coronavirus (COVID-19) was identified in 2019 in Wuhan, China. 

THE novel corona virus disease (COVID-19) has createdtremendous chaos around the world, affecting 

people’slives and causing a large number of deaths. Since the first cases were detected, the disease has 

spread to almost everycountry, causing deaths of over 580,000 people amongnearly 13,379,000 confirmed 

cases based on statistics of theWorld Health Organization in the middle of July 2020 [11].Governments of 

many countries have proposed interventionpolicies to mitigate the impacts of the COVID-19 

pandemic.Science and technology have contributed significantly to theimplementations of these policies 

during this unprecedentedand chaotic time. For example, robots are used in hospitals todeliver food and 

medicine to coronavirus patients or dronesare used to disinfect streets and public spaces. Many 

medicalresearchers are rushing to investigate drugs and medicines to treat infected patients whilst others 

are attempting to developvaccines to prevent the virus. Computer science researcherson the other hand 

have managed to early detect infectiouspatients using techniques that can process and understandmedical 

imaging data such as X-ray images and computedtomography (CT) scans. These computational techniques 

arepart of artificial intelligence (AI), which has been appliedsuccessfully in various fields. This paper 

focuses on the roles of Machine Learning technologies in the battle against the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Machine learning,especially deep learning, has made great advances andsubstantial progress in long-

standing fields such as computervision, natural language processing (NLP), speech recognition,and video 

games. A significant advantage of deep learningover traditional machine learning techniques is its ability 

todeal with and make sense of different types of data, especiallybig and unstructured data, e.g. text, image, 

video and audiodata. A number of industries, e.g. electronics, automotive, security,retail, agriculture, 

healthcare and medical research, haveachieved better outcomes and benefits by using deep learningand AI 

methods. It is thus expected that AI technologies can, contribute to the fight against the COVID-19 

pandemic, suchas those surveyed in the next section. 
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Figure-1 an Overview of AI and Machine Learning Methods 

 

 

Emergence of Covid-19 Disease 

Most of us will be infected with a coronavirus at least once in our life. This might be a worrying fact for 

many people, especially those who have only heard of one coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, the cause of the 

disease known as COVID-19. 

There is much more to coronaviruses than SARS-CoV-2. Coronaviruses are actually a family of hundreds 

of viruses. Most of these infect animals such as bats, chickens, camels and cats. Occasionally, viruses that 

infect one species can mutate in such a way that allows them to start infecting another species. This is 

called “cross-species transmission” or “spillover”. 

The first coronavirus was discovered in chickens in the 1930s. It was a few decades until the first human 

coronaviruses were identified in the 1960s. To date, seven coronaviruses have the ability to cause disease 

in humans. Four are endemic (regularly found among particular people or in a certain area) and usually 

cause mild disease, but three can cause much more serious and even fatal disease. 
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Figure-2 Emergence of Covid-19 Disease 

 

 

Check List to Assess the Probability of COVID infection (Fever >=37.50C, Respiratory Symptoms, Previous Contact 

with COVID Patients, Family History of COVID Infection) 

 

 

Figure3:-Algorithm for Triaging Patients Admitted to the Emergency Room for a suspect acute corona 

virus disease 

 

 

Machine Learning Algorithm use in Corona Virus Diseases 

 

Machine learning is a method of data analysis that automates analytical model building. It is a branch of 

artificial intelligence based on the idea that systems can learn from data, identify patterns and make 

decisions with minimal human intervention. 
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Machine learning involves computers discovering how they can perform tasks without being explicitly 

programmed to do so. It involves computers learning from data provided so that they carry out certain 

tasks. For simple tasks assigned to computers, it is possible to program algorithms telling the machine how 

to execute all steps required to solve the problem at hand; on the computer's part, no learning is needed. For 

more advanced tasks, it can be challenging for a human to manually create the needed algorithms. In 

practice, it can turn out to be more effective to help the machine develop its own algorithm, rather than 

having human programmers specify every needed step. 

The discipline of machine learning employs various approaches to teach computers to accomplish tasks 

where no fully satisfactory algorithm is available. In cases where vast numbers of potential answers exist, 

one approach is to label some of the correct answers as valid. This can then be used as training data for the 

computer to improve the algorithm(s) it uses to determine correct answers. For example, to train a system 

for the task of digital character recognition, the MNIST dataset of handwritten digits has often been used. 

Machine learning algorithms are used in a wide variety of applications, such as email 

filtering and computer vision, where it is difficult or unfeasible to develop conventional algorithms to 

perform the needed tasks. 

A subset of machine learning is closely related to computational statistics, which focuses on making 

predictions using computers; but not all machine learning is statistical learning. The study of mathematical 

optimization delivers methods, theory and application domains to the field of machine learning. Data 

mining is a related field of study, focusing on exploratory data analysis through unsupervised learning In 

its application across business problems, machine learning is also referred to as predictive analytics. 

Machine learning approaches 

Machine learning approaches are traditionally divided into three broad categories, depending on the nature 

of the "signal" or "feedback" available to the learning system: 

 Supervised learning: The computer is presented with example inputs and their desired outputs, given by 

a "teacher", and the goal is to learn a general rule that maps inputs to outputs. 

 Unsupervised learning: No labels are given to the learning algorithm, leaving it on its own to find 

structure in its input. Unsupervised learning can be a goal in itself (discovering hidden patterns in data) 

or a means towards an end (feature learning). 

 Reinforcement learning: A computer program interacts with a dynamic environment in which it must 

perform a certain goal (such as driving a vehicle or playing a game against an opponent). As it 

navigates its problem space, the program is provided feedback that's analogous to rewards, which it 

tries to maximize. 
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Figure-4 Using Machine Learning Algorithm predicted Outputs 

 
 

 

Research Background  

Albahri et al. (2020),There is an increase in the interest in developing artificial intelligence (AI) 

applications for solving various medical problems. The global pandemic has infected much of the world 

and has left more than 350,000 patients dead. This study evaluated the CoV prediction tools based on 

expert mining and data mining techniques. The rising emphasis on data mining and machine learning 

techniques within the medical field will change medical practice, authors say. 

Alimadadi et al. (2020),SARS-CoV-2 is a deadly and debilitating disease caused by extreme acute 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. US President Donald Trump called upon AI scientists all over the 

world to assist COVID-19 related studies. In a collaborative project with leading universities, COVID will 

be revised regularly. 

Kumar et al. (2020),Since the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is highly infectious, great pressure is 

placed on well-organized healthcare systems. Early detection of this type of virus would help alleviate any 

form of strain in the healthcare system. Chest X-rays has been very effective in diagnosing various 

infections, such as pneumonia. 

Lalmuanawma et al. (2020),This paper reviews the role of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine 

Learning in the prediction, forecasting, contacting and drug production for SARS-CoV2 and its associated 

epidemic. This paper shows how there has been progress from Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence 

in combating the previous pandemic. 

Kukar et al. (2020),Researchers used machine learning approach to predict the COVID-19 using data. The 

models were based on routine blood tests of 5,333 patients. Blood variables of the patients with an extreme 

course of the cold virus infection are more like the ones of bacterial infection than viral. The reported 

diagnostic accuracy is at least comparable and possibly complementary to RT-PCR and chest CT studies. 
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Brinati et al. (2020),Currently, real time RT-PCR is the most effective form of testing for influenza, but it 

has many disadvantages. They have developed two machine learning models to predict whether a patient 

has SARS coronavirus. This paper highlighted the usefulness for developing countries in the world where 

rRT- PCR supplies and specialist laboratories are scarce. 

Yao et al. (2020),The recent outbreak of the coronavirus disease- 2019 (COVID-19) caused serious 

challenges to the human society in China and across the world. This study utilized the machine learning 

algorithms to build a detection model for the disease. The model was trained using 28 features and 

achieved an accuracy of 0.8148. 

Zoabi et al. (2021),SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, from its outbreak to date has crossed more than 200 

countries worldwide, with almost 200,000 deaths. There are no recorded strains, viruses, and the latest 

industry standard methods of laboratory confirmation. This research suggests that there are criteria for 

alternative, quicker, cheaper and more equal methods of research. 

Zoabi& Shomron(2020),Screening SARS-CoV-2 allows for quicker and easier diagnosis. Some 

prediction models have been developed to estimate the risk of infection. Israeli Ministry of Health built a 

method that could diagnose COVID-19 via a series of simple questions. The proposed model is capable of 

estimating Ebola infection of a patient with most accuracy using only eight features. 

Umarani&Subathra(2020),There are no countries that are not affected by this outbreak. It is suspected 

that there is no drug or vaccine scientifically proven to help cure Covid-19 pandemic. Current 

circumstances indicate there is a critical need for a state-of-the-art approach to continue monitoring 

Covids-19. This research accomplished by non-clinical techniques such as data mining and machine 

learning. 
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Author (Year) Methodology Used Result Disease 

Albahri et al.  

(2020 

Three ML techniques 

were applied to the 

MERS-CoV dataset to 

identify the best 

classification model for 

binary class and 

multiclass labels 

This study reviewed the state-of-

the-art techniques for CoV 

prediction algorithms based on data 

mining and ML assessment. 

Novel 

Coronavirus 

 (COVID-19) 

 

Alimadadi et 

al. (2020) 

Personalized protective 

strategies, novel 

diagnostic approaches 

using machine learning 

algorithms. 

Improve diagnostic speed 

andaccuracy, develop novel 

effectivetherapeutic approaches, 

andpotentially identify the 

mostsusceptible people based 

onpersonalized genetic 

andphysiological characteristics 

Coronavirus 

disease 2019 

(COVID-19) 

Kumar et al. 

 (2020) 

machine learning-based 

classification of the 

extracted deep feature 

using ResNet152 with 

COVID-19 and 

Pneumonia patients on 

chest X-ray images. 

The model is achieving an accuracy 

of 0.973 on Random Forest and 

0.977 using XGBoost predictive 

classifiers. 

coronavirus 

(COVID-19) 

Lalmuanawma 

et al.  

(2020) 

Machine Learning and 

Artificial Intelligent for 

tackling Covid-19 

pandemic. 

Development in AI and ML has 

significantly improved treatment, 

medication, screening, prediction, 

forecasting, contact tracing, and 

drug/vaccine development process 

for the Covid-19 pandemic and 

reduce the human intervention in 

medical practice. 

Covid-19  

Kukar et al.  

(2020) 

machine learning 

predictive model for 

COVID-19 diagnosis 

COVID-19 diagnosis is attainable 

using ML on data from routine 

blood tests 

coronavirus 

disease 

(COVID-19) 

Brinati et al.  

(2020) 

Two machine learning 

classification models 

using hematochemical 

values from routine 

blood exams 

 study demonstrated the feasibility 

and clinical soundness of using 

blood tests analysis and machine 

learning as an alternative to rRT-

PCR for identifying COVID-19 

positive patients 

COVID-19  

 

 

Research Design and Methodology 

The disease data and can be divided into 70-30 ratios to train and check the data collection. Various features, such as 

age, ethnicity and other medical criteria, come from studies used for diagnosis. 

 
a. Modelling of data  

This stage reflects the inputs in the logical approach. Data is gathered using the repository UCI machine learning. 

 
b. Treatment of Missing Values   

At this level, noise cancelation and data normalization are used as a priori model where all features from the vector 

to the field of the device are normalized. 
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c. Data Analysis  

To change the data collection, a limited number of machines learning methods are employed. 

 
d. Construct the model for Real Time  

 

Finally, the modelling need for constructing for real time test. The custom framework should perform the task of 

detecting and forecasting Corona diseases through Proposed real time model.  

 
Phase 1: first, ensure that the data sets are really relevant. The attribute with the smallest and largest values in our 

dataset is chosen for statistical research.  

Phase 2: Tests the normality of the data through mathematical patterns of data.  

Phase 3: For the missed values space, equate the "Evaluate column mean”   

Phase 4: It is advised to fill in the missing values with the median and mean of the data sets.  

Phase 5: Split the data in 70:30 ratio for train the data through ML algorithms and further test results.  

Phase 6: Carry out the Machine learning algorithm on the train data sets.  

Phase 7: Check the consistency of the test results with the test data sets.  

 

 
 
Users are found to have various requirements, interests, and applications for simulation software through machine 

learning for infectious diseases, and the tools found are equally varied. The configuration of the instruments was 

inconsistently defined, and a few instruments addressed the incorporation of compatibility experiments or 

implementation plans in the study. Several reports also established data sharing, security, and consistency issues. A 

host of functionality and functions are provided by current tools that enable users to discover, evaluate, and simulate 

their details, but the tools are typically for isolated applications. Lack of organizational resources, access challenges, 

and myths regarding utilizing the method are widely cited hurdles to widespread acceptance. 
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Conclusion  

Studying infectious diseases offers us an understanding of background of viral, fungal, and parasite concerns in 

humans as well as the knowledge of antibiotics and vaccinations. There are several experts that have a 

comprehensive understanding of environmental, occupational, and host conditions that affect vulnerability. Quality 

management is used in the medical sector. Critical practices are conducted by specialized specialists or in one clinic 

with extreme accuracy. Some physicians serve as mentors to others, see patients at their office or hospital, and also 

assist patients in taking treatment for their illnesses. Doctors in these specialties often have a responsibility to offer 

essential clinical services. University professors offer continuing lecture sessions, perform experimental research, 

and advise students and physicians. We had many study meetings that gathered further data, for a wider variety of 

data points, in the interest of public health welfare. It was demonstrated that visualizations can be complicated to 

comprehend and implement. The analysis found that confidence was a crucial factor in the usage of these 

approaches. 
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